
Donate What You Can When You Can Campaign 
 

The purpose of this program is to ensure people always have healthy affordable food while also raising 

money to make the world a better place. 
 

 In order to ensure people have affordable food Pozzi Recycles will partner with local food 

trucks twice a week and all the proceeds from those orders will be donated to crisis relief and preven-

tion efforts.  

 

For example, Pozzi Pizza will serve the community of Modesto California and it will participate in 

those program not only from a food truck but also from Concessionary stands throughout the city such 

as Mary Grogen Park and Beyer Park.. 

 

The only stipulation of the donate what you can when you can campaign with Pozzi Pizza is it can only 

afford on site or pick up orders not deliveries. 

 

This program focuses on three main objectives: Sustainability, Community Support and Loyalty. 

 

 

SUSTAINABILITY 

It will take a strong commitment from each community to ensure abuse of this program does 

not make it unsustainable. Limit measures are in place to prevent destructive abuse behavior 

that could make the program unaffordable. These limits include measurement amounts from 

dough to toppings to maximum order limits per day. 

Local business participation will cement program sustainability. 

COMMUNITY SUPPORT 

 In order to ensure continued program success the majority of the community will have to do-

nate without malicious intent to abuse the community enrichment program. To further expand 

community awareness Pozzi Recycles will ask local food organizations to donate to local emer-

gency responders. 

For example, Pozzi Pizza will honor this request by bringing free pizza to fire fighters near the 

site of containment with its Pizza Truck. It will also provide free pizza to the police force once 

every quarter of the year. 

LOYALTY 

In order to ensure the organizations participating in this program do not fail from their charita-

ble contributions they will need to have a strong loyalty base built up with their customers.  

To ensure this Pozzi Recycles will ask it’s participant organizations to adopt a loyalty program. 

For example, Pozzi Pizza will provide people loyalty points based off of orders. These loyalty 

points can then be redeemed for rewards that the organization and its partners are offering. 

These rewards can be discounts, gift cards and or merchandise. 

 

 



 

 


